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Presentation Title: Peak Mental State Workout—Develop an invincible mind-set:
In a world where we’re constantly rushing around: We all know that life isn’t that simple and that throughout our journey in life we might
face numerous challenges, problems and setbacks.
Sometimes we take a hit. We fall ill, lose jobs, fight with loved ones, financial worries, being overworked you are under a lot of pressure,
struggling with your health, don’t like your job, lack a sense of direction or a feeling of hope.
The difference between people who succeed in life and those who don’t is their ability to face life challenges correctly and not the absence of challenges.
This seminar will help you discover how to turn defeats and setbacks into successes: Improve your ability to grasp what is driving a particular situation and adapt your behaviour to gain the most beneficial outcome.
Using cutting-edge techniques, this interactive seminar will empower you with the techniques you need to get the best out of yourself
and others:
The quality of your life is largely determined by the quality of the mental states you live in day to day – states like gratitude, love, anger,
happiness, fear and excitement. There are two main ways to control your state of mind. Either by controlling the way you use your physical body, or by controlling your focus of attention and the way you interpret it. What happens in your life does not determine how you
feel. How you feel is only the result of how you are using your own mind and body at any moment
This seminar will guide you through an interactive Peak Mental State Workout- Invincible mind-set work out:
Using cutting edge NLP skills are delivered in an easy to understand user friendly way, in a positive environment with a vibrant atmosphere to enable you to drastically improve your ability to grasp what is driving a particular situation and adapt your behaviour to gain the
most beneficial outcome.

Come and hear me speak, along with over 50 other amazing speakers
sharing their knowledge and wisdom to advance the field of NLP.

www.nlpconference.com
Book your tickets now!!
Take advantage of our *Super Early Bird
tickets and payment plan options.
Only 75 Super Early Bird Tickets Are Available at
each of the 1, 2 and 3-day prices.
Book Super Early!

